Submitted articles should address, in an original fashion, some aspect of New York State history. Articles that deal with the history of other areas or with general American history must have a direct bearing on New York State history. It is assumed that the article will have some new, previously unexploited material to offer or will present new insights or new interpretations. Editorial communications, including article submissions, should be sent to the Editorial Board via email (NYHJ@nysed.gov). Suggested length is 20-30 double spaced pages (or between 6,000 and 9,000 words), including footnotes. All submitted articles must include a 100-word abstract summarizing the article and providing keywords (no more than five). The payment of any fees associated with images for articles is all the responsibility of the author. New York History employs, with some modification, footnote forms suggested in the Chicago Manual of Style. More detailed submissions guidelines are to be found on the research and collections page of the New York State Museum: http://www.nysm.nysed.gov/research-collections/state-history/resources/new-york-history-journal

Cover art: Front: 2024 marks the 250th anniversary of the Shakers coming to colonial America. The Shakers were a small sect of Quakers that started in Manchester, England in 1747. They were formally known as the United Society of Believers in Christ’s First and Second Appearing. Because of the zealous fervor associated with their ritual dance, they were known as the “Shaking Quakers” or “Shakers.” After migrating to New York in 1774, the Shakers became a communal Christian religious society that flourished in the late 18th and 19th centuries. The first American Shaker settlement was in Niskayuna (later called Watervliet), Albany County, NY. Back: Shaker basket, seed box, chest of drawers, and fanning mill Collection New York State Museum
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One exciting branch of Empire State scholarship is critical explorations of the nature of community across New York history—offering granular details on the diverse factors that shaped New Yorkers’ lives and that draw attention to formerly obscure communities or add nuance and complexity to the stories of well-known groups and places. This issue of New York History features a wealth of such studies. In “When Did New York Stop Speaking Dutch?,” Kieran J. O’Keefe assesses how colonial legacies, the Hudson Valley environment, migration, and religion powered the remarkable endurance of the Dutch language in New York. In this issue’s TeachNY feature, Alan J. Singer works with W. E. B. DuBois’s 1901 study of Black life in New York City in a pedagogy exploring how community events resonate both across history and into our own time. Our two ArtifactNY features also provide important insights into history at the community level: Gabrielle McCoy’s “Seeking Freedom in New York City” uses an 1837 letter about an escaped enslaved man from Maryland to investigate the precarious freedom of African American New Yorkers, while in “Frost Town’s ‘Frozen Charlotte’ Doll,” Alexander J. Smith and Emily Yahn discuss the 2022 discovery of a doll in a logging village in the Finger Lakes to reveal that children were “part of the social fabric” even in this remote industrial village—and that the community was not isolated from the broader material culture of nineteenth-century America.

Several pairs of articles in this issue demonstrate how divergent perspectives on critical themes help complicate our understanding of community relations across New York’s past—whether exploring what responses to crimes tell us about historical communities, identifying the role of personal or professional motivations in constructing a political community, or elucidating the role of individuals’ values in shaping interactions between communities in conflict.

Two works centered on the Progressive Era reveal contradictory traditions in the state’s relationship with Indigenous peoples. In “The Contrarian,” Laurence M. Hauptman explores how attorney George Palmer Decker defended Indigenous treaty rights and challenged state policies at significant personal sacrifice, helping create the foundation for Indigenous peoples’ contemporary legal struggles; in “James Spencer Whipple: New York State’s ‘Indian Expert’ and Progressive Era Conservation,” Hauptman and Nêhdöwes demonstrate connections between Whipple’s celebrated role in conservation and his ethnocentric program to bring Hodinöhsö:ni’ under state control, analyzing how both programs sprung from the Cattaraugus County Republican’s interest in sustainability and scientific management, grounded in a racialized
definition of “progress.” A pair of articles on New York City politics explore cross-sections of policy and income. Tara M. McCarthy’s “A Woman’s Measure” argues for important connections between the fight for equal pay for women educators and the fight for women’s suffrage—detailing how these intertwined politics brought key activists into both battles. Jeffrey D. Broxmeyer’s article “Fernando Wood’s Long Gilded Age” contextualizes the Democratic mayor and congressman’s real estate speculation and demonstrates how factional politics provided Wood with lucrative commercial arrangements that helped finance enduring political prominence—opening space for Broxmeyer to reframe the “Gilded Age” as a concept in political history.

Two articles on contemporary responses to prominent homicides offer surprising opportunities to explore fresh perspectives on significant moments in New York history. Christopher M. Sterba’s “L’Affare Cocchi: The Murder of Ruth Cruger and the Tragedy and Promise of World War I New York” explores a 1917 “crime of the century” that featured a “blending of old and new impulses and strategies” that paralleled the war effort itself—inspiring public fascination over gender, loyalty, and the power of the state, while provoking surprisingly little discussion about the ethnicity of the perpetrator. In “Cruel Murder: A Story of Fear, Death, Childhood, and Enslavement in Early Nineteenth-Century Ulster County, New York,” Wendy E. Harris scrutinizes an 1803 murder in Shawangunk, where an enslaved teenage girl murdered the six-year-old daughter of her enslavers, to reconstruct the lives of the enslaved and enslavers involved and contextualize the tragedy within the broader history of slavery in Ulster County.

As this issue goes to print, we are also preparing to mark the renaissance of another New York community, with the inaugural meeting of the New York History Conference in June in Albany. We are cheered by the proliferation of old and new in-person conferences in New York State and thrilled to be partners in building this community of historians.

Excelsior!
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